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ABSTRACT

A general overview of the utility of antlnucleon (H)=nucleus inelastic
scattering otudiea is presented, emphasizing both the sensitivity of the
crooo sections to various components of the NN transition amplitudes and
the prospects for the exploration of some novel aspects of nuclear struc-
ture. We start with an examination of the ralation between NN and NN po-
tentials, focusing on Che coherences predicted for the central, spin-orbit
and tensor components, and how these may be revealed by measurements of
trao-body spin observables» We next discuss the role of the nucleus as a
spin and isospin filter, and show how, hy a judicious choice of final state
quantum numbers (natural or unnatural parity states, Isospin transfer AT-0
or I) and momentum transfer q, one can isolate different components of the
Kli transition amplitude. Various models for the NN interaction which give
reasonable fits to the available two-body data are shown to lead to strik-
ingly different predictions for certain spin-flip nuclear transitions. We
suggest several possible directions for future N-nucleus inelastic scatter-
ing experiments, for instance the study of spin observables which would be
accessible with polarized 5_beams, charge exchange reactions, and higher
resolution studies of the (p,p') reaction. We compare the antinucleon and
the nucleon as a probe of nuclear modes of excitation.

IHTBOBUCTIGIT ." ~ •

Witff the advent of the LEAR facility, one has begun to exploit the
potentialities of antinucleom "(N)-nueleus inelastic scattering as a probe
both of nuclear sturcture and the spin-isospin dependence of the two-body
M interaction. One anticipates that useful structure information will
be obtained, because of the uniqueness of the nuclear response to the N,
aad the possibility of comparative studies of (p,p'), (p»p'), (e,ef),
07,17°) and other inelastic scattering reactions.

Medium energy nucleon=nucleus scattering has been an effective way to
investigate spin-isospin modes in nuclei, excited by a spin transfer AS and
ioospin transfer AT to the target nucleus. For example, the systematics of
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aoffl=aoinaal parley AS • AT - 1 transitions have been mapped out, and the ~
very intriguing suppression of this Gamow-Teller strength ) has been the
object of ouch discussion. Using standard models such as the distorted
wave impulse approximation ) (DWIA), one is able to relate the strength
of spin-isospin (and other) modes in the nuclear response to dominant com-
ponents of the nucleon-nucleon (NN) transition operator. By varying the
momentum transfer q to the nucleus, one can emphasize central (small q) or
tensor and/or spin-orbit (higher q) components of the NN effective ampli-
tude. A similar strategy has been suggested » ) for Inelastic N scat-
tering. It is one of the main purposes of this paper to exhibit the extent
to uhlch wa can extract constraints on the two-body central and spin de-
pendent W interactions from an analysis of the existing LEAR data » ) .

In Sect. 2, we explore the relation between the NN and NN meson ex-
change interactions, with emphasis on spln_dependent observables for the
HN system. We discuss phenoraenologlcal NN potentials in Sec. 3, which
contain a very strong short range annihilation potential W(r) accounting
for decay codes tW>-taeaonos absent for the NN channel. These models are.
used in Sec. 4 to construct transition amplitudes t appropriate to nuclear
inelastic scattering processes of specified AS and AT. We emphasize how a
strong spin dependence of W(i), present in the Paris model ), shows up as
a notable enhancement in iaoocalar spin-flip inelastic transitions. In
SectQ. 6, 7 and 3, we interpret the available data » ) on the elastic
and inelastic processes C(p,p") C* at 46 and 180 HeV, leading to vari-
ous discrete estates of C. Elastic scattering and the excitation of iso-
scalar natural parity otates (2+(4.4 MeV) and 3~(9.6 MeV)) are well de-
scribed in a parameter-free DWIA framework, indicating the close connection
between N=nuclear scattering and the underlying spin-isospin averaged NN
central amplitude to « For spin-flip transitions to unnatural parity states
(e.g. 1+(12.7 MeV) and 1+(15.1 MeV) in c), the situation is less clear,
since the preliminary LEAR data ) do not permit us to easily isolate the
crosa section due to these excitations. With finer energy resolution
(<_ 300 keV or so) the separation of spin flip cross sections could be
achieved, and one could obtain a significant constraint on the isovector
tensor component of the NN interaction. Recommendations for higher reso-
lution inelastic scattering studies with antinucleon beams are summarized
in Sect. 9.

2. H2LATI0N BETWEEN THE MN and MN INTERACTIONS: SPIN OBSERVABLES

In the conventional picture of the NN interaction, the potential ¥ is
generated by meson exchange (t-channel). Such a picture is appropriate for
the oadiun and long range parts of V. In phenomenological one boson ex-
change_-(OBE) models, for example ref.—(9), contributions to V arise from
exchanges of nonets of scalar, pseudoscalar and vector mesons. In the work
of the Stony Brook ) and Paris ) groups, the a and p exchange contri- -
butions of the OBE approach are replaced by looscalar and isovector two
pion exchange contributions evaluated by dispersion relation techniques.
In either approach, a potential of the form V™, - \ V^ arises, where i

refers to the quantum numbers of the various t-channel exchanges. If G^
is defined as the 6-parity of the exchanged esson i, then the corresponding
part of the M potential is just V _ - J (=) i vi5 note tnat G " C" 1) 1 1

i
for a oysCee of n piono. Thia is the "G=parity transformation'^ which
leado to a very cloee connection between the t-channel NN_and NN poten-
tials , and fostered early hopes that an aoalysio of the NN observables
would provide additional constraints on the meson exchange picture of the
WS force.



. X B practice, the usefulness of the G-parity transformation Is Halted
to che medium and long range part of 7. The short range part of the NN
force Is generally treated phenomenologlcally (by hard cores ' or other
parametrized cutoffs ), for Instance), and It is not clear how to trans-
form these prescriptions Into the NN sector. For r < 0.8 - 1 fa, the
representation of V as a local meson exchange potential breaks down, since
the quark bags making up the N and N start to overlap appreciably. The
short range aspects of the NN and NN systems demand a description in terms
of qusrk dynamics. In addition, the NN system, having baryon number B • 0,
easily annihilates i^to mesons (the NN absorption cross section is about
tuice that for elastic scattering at low energies). The annihilation mech-
anism has no counterpart in the low energy NN system (here pions are only
appreciably produced above 400 MeV kinetic energy). Thus the NN phenom-
enology provides no guidance as to how to construct the effective NN anni-
hilation potential V a n n + 1W. The presence of strong absorption masks
the sensitivity of the NN observables to the short range real potential.
Mote also that the annihilation process (through dispersive corrections)
generates a real potential Vann as well as an imaginary part W. The mag-
nitude of Vann has not been reliably estimated theoretically; in princi-
ple it could be comparable in size to the t-channel meson exchange poten-
tial at critical distances of order r - 1 fm, although it is Intrinsically
of Qhorter range.

Is it possible to isolate the longer range effects of the t-channel
meson exchange potential from an analysis of NN observables? So far this
has not been accomplished,, since the available NN data consist mostly of
total cross sections (elastic, charge exchange and annihilation) and some
angular distributions, which reflect mainly the strong absorption (geomet-
ric) aspects of the problem. Except for some crude data on pp elastic
polarization, no spin observables have been measured. These spin quanti-
ties hold the key to seeing the characteristic effects of t-channel ex-
changes- in NN, and hence establishing some connection to the NN problem.

We new indicate that the coherences present in the NN potential pro-
vide signatures in the NH spin observables even in the presence of strong
absorption.

Let us first review the coherence properties ) of the NN system,
and their affect on the observables. The mosty dramatic effect of coher-
ence in the NN system is seen in the P<j phase shift. Here, the one pion
exchange potential (OPEP), dominated by its tensor component, is strongly
attractive. On the other hand, the short range spin-spin, spin-orbit and
vector ireson exchange forces are all coherently repulsive. The competition
between strong long range attraction and coherent short range repulsion
leads to a sign change in the PQ phase shift near 200 MeV. The same
mechanising ho Ids also for other triplet-odd NN waves with J »-L~ - 1.
Partial.waves"for which an attractive OPEP is balanced against non-coherent
short range repulsion do mot display" a zero of the phase shift; an example
is the Bjr channel, where the phase shift remains close to the OPEP value
and there is no zero. Deviations from OPEP predictions for peripheral NN
partial waves are particularly interesting, since they register the
coherent summed strength of al*O2i> L*S and vector exchange potentials.

la passing from the NM to Che NN system, the G-parity transformation
leads to a dramatic change in the pattern of coherence. For NN, the
central,, tensor and quadratic spin-orbit forces are fully coherent and
attractive for isospin 1 = 0 states with spin S • 1 and L » J ± 1.

The coherence of NN tensor forces for I • 0 is most readily seen in
spin observables ), for instance the pp elastic polarization P(8). If



the spin-spin and spin-orbit parts of the NN potential are set to zero,
F(6) remains essentially unchanged, while if tensor forces are neglected,
P(6) almost vanishes. In contrast to the NN system, where P(8) arises
predominantly from the spin-orbit potential, the polarization In NN is
largely an effect of the coherent tensor force from meson exchange. The
quantitative aspects of P(8) (and other spin observables) are influenced,
however, by a possible strong spin-spin and tensor component in W(r), which
can cloud the simple and elegant interpretation based on meson exchange.

To summarize, a careful measurement of NN spin observables could pro-
vide an Important constraint on the summed strength of the w, u and p
tensor potentials (and also the coherent quadratic spin-orbit potentials).
This information would be complementary to that obtained from a study of
the spin dependence in NN scattering.

3. PHENQMENOLOGICAL NN POTENTIALS

Simple black disk, or boundary condition models are sufficient for a
ssmi-quantitative understanding of NN total crotis sections, but provide no
useful account of spin observables, isospin dependence, or large angle
elastic or charge exchange scattering. For these quantities, which contain
most of the interesting physics, a full optical model treatment is neces-
sary.

An early optical model fit to the NN data was carried out by Bryan and
Phillips * * ) . They used an 08E Model for the t-channel meson exchange
potential, and a local Woods-Saxon form

V a n n(r) + iW(r) =• - (V0 + iW0)/(l + exp((r-R)/a)) (1)

for the complex annihilation potential. They chose VQ ° 0, WQ • 62 GeV,
R » 0 and a » 1/6 fm. This type of analysis was later redone by Dover and
Richard \ who used the Paris potential ) for the t-channel part, and
also included a real annihilation potential. They fit the high precision
pp * nn charge exchange data ) which had become available. A family of
annihilation potantials was found?5) which fits the data (Mc-iel I with VQ
=> 21 GeV, Wo - 20 GeV, R - 0, a*- 1/5 ftn and Model II with Vo - Wo - 500
MeV, R a 0.8 fm, a • 1/5 fm are two examples). This family has the charac-
teristic that the absorptive parts are comparable at around 1 fm. The
enormous values (many GeV) attained by the annihilation potential at short
distances are of no physical significance. The cross sections are insensi-
tive to the potentials In this region, as long as absorption is sufficient-
ly strong. A similar situation prevails in heavy ion reactions.

After the analysis of Dover and" Richard ) appeared, pp backward
(6 » 174s) elastic scattering was-measured with high precision~by Alston-
Garajost et al. ). Although ref. (IS) was consistent with the earlier
crude elastic data at backward angles, it now considerably underestimated
the cross section. It proved impossible to remedy this situation by
further variations of an_annihilation potential of the type (1). The Paris
group ) reanalyzed the NN data including all differential cross section
and polarization information, using a more flexible phenomenologlcal form

W(r) - {g Q + f E) + g._ (1 + f,

(2)

4m



The coefficients g<., gss> 8T» 8LS are adjusted separately for lso-
epins 1 = 0 , 1. The radial dependence is given in terms of the modified
Besael function Ko of range l/2m « 0.1 fa (held fixed), which reduces to a
Yukawa fora for large r. The form (2) is rather general, Incorporating
arbitrary spin, isospin and energy (E) dependence, as well as L and J de-
pendence through the spin-orbit (L»S) and tensor (S12) terns. No real
annihilation potential was considered, and an updated version ) of the

potential was used for the t-channel exchange part.

Slacs numerous free parameters are involved in these fits7), It Is
clear that they cannot all be uniquely determined from the limited data.
In particular, since the only spin observable that has been aeasu£ed+
(crudely) is ?(8), it is difficult to disentangle the effects of 01*02, L»S
and Si2 terms. Nevertheless, some interesting conclusions can be drawn
from this analysis ). Firstly, the spin and isospin dependence of W(r)
in ref. (7) is very strong. For s-waves, the values of W I S stand in the
ratio

nn m m 1- 1:0.81:0.11:0.073, E - 0
W 0 0: W10: W 0 1: W 1 A = (3)

0.92:1:0.15:0.035, E - 100 MeV

From Eq. (3), we see that W is an order of magnitude or so more absorptive
i n S » 0 than in S » 1 channels, whereas the isospin dependence is signifi-
cant but not aa strong as the spin dependence. Further, we note that V Is
strongly energy dependent. For instance, as E changes from 100 to 200 MeV,
W 0 0 increases by a factor 1.6. The strong spin dependence of W(r) has a
dramatic consequence in N inelastic scattering on nuclei ): Isoscalar,
spin-flIp(AS » 1) modes of nuclei, which are excited only very weakly in
nucleon inelastic scattering, become very prominent in the N inelastic
response function. This matter is discussed further in Sect. 6.

Recently, the Nijtaegen group ) has advanced a coupled channel model
for TO scattering. They solved a. relatlvistic Schrodinger equation, in-
cluding an explicit coupling to effective mesonlc annihilation channels.
By comparing the predicted elastic polarizations P(6), one sees that the
Paris > and Nijmegen ) models agree well in the angular region where
data exist, but differ strongly in their predictions for P(6) near 6 *
90°. The situation is similar for other spin obsrevables. This is due to
the strong spin dependence of NN annihilation in ref. (7), which is absent
in ref. (19).

It is clear that the present NN data are insufficient to settle the
fascinating question of the degree of spin and isospin dependence of NN
annihilation processes. Quantitative guidance from the quark/giuon picture
is needed. Various other-phenomenological models have Seen applied to the
M system, although no fits as detailed as those of the Paris and Nijmegen
-groups have been done. We mention separable potential20) models, which
have some motivation- in the context of quark rearrangement. The measure-
ment of two-body NN spin observables at LEAR will be crucial in choosing
between different theoretical models.

To summarize, we have introduced two models for the NN optical poten-
tial, in order to compare their predictions for (N,N') inelastic cross sec-
tions on nuclear targets. The models of Dover and Richard15), referred
to as DRI and DRII in subsequent sections, are characterized by an annihi-
lation potential which is independent of spin and Isospin. On the other
hand, the model of Cote et al ) , labelled "PARIS" in the following dis-
cussion, has W(r) which is much stronger in the spin singlet than in the
spin triplet state. These models give strikingly different predictions for
isoscalar spin flip transitions in nuclei, as discussed in Sect. 6.



THF TMNSITION AMPLITUDES FOR N INELASTIC SCATTERING FROM NUCLEI

The two b&dy NN potential V_ Is written In the form
NN

V» » V + V 0 »&„ + V T °T_ + V a «O_T «T_
HH c © I N T 5 I N <JT N N N N

+ ? £°S * ? £-ST •!_ + v s,n
LS LSt N N T 12 (4)

+ V *S % »T= + V Qi2 + V *Q *T «T_
It 12H H LS2 LS2T 12 N N

where t»S0 Q12» and §12 denote the usual two particle spin-orbit, quadratic
spin-orbit8 and tensor operators, respectively. The real potentials Vc,
vat Vis* ^T» aa& ^LS2 an& their TJ.»T= counterparts are assumed to arise
froa (-.-channel meson exchanges. The potentials V_ of models DRI, DRII and
PARIS (Sect. 3) are converted to NN scattering t matrices by solving the
nonrelativisti.c Schr'odinger equation for nonidentical fermions. There are
several uays to express the various independent terms in the transition
operator for inelastic antinucleon scattering from nuclei. We adopt the
formulation used by Love and Franey ) in order to facilitate comparison
with ffi results and to make more transparent the connection between the NN
t natrii: and the opln=lsospln excitations expected to dominate the nuclear
response. Thiass in analogy with the potential given in Eq. (4), the t
matrix la written in the form

C C"> •> C + • C - > * • > *

t a t n + t a ° a _ + t T e T - + T a 8 O - T ° T _
I J B H T N N C J T N N N N

(tJ 4 ^TH.?.)S12(q) (5)

inhere the varioias eo|apane,nt8 |j are functions ^f the c m . energy and the
Momentum transfer q(q =• p^ - pf, where pj and pf are the incoming
and outgoing^.momenta in the two particle c m . system, respectively). The
spin-orbit (L°S) and tensor Si2(k) operators are defined, in momentum
sgace9 as in Ref» 2< Note that in defining the various components of the
HN t mafcrin "those central term? with a subscript T £a2. are isovector (spin-
vector) operators in the nuclear target space for (N,N') reactions on
.nwclejl. The last term in Eq. (5) is a function of the total momentum Q •
Pi + P f - --

For use s±tL TOBA-inelastic scattering-codes the method of Love and
Framey 5 is used to represent the t matrix by^a sum of Yukawas of cen
tralj, tensor and apin—orbit nature. The Sj2(Q) term in the HN t matrix has
the same form as an exchange term in NN calculations and is treated as such
for eh® W calculations.

Ira general, the low q components of the transition operator are re-
sponoible for exciting lou angular momentum nuclear final states near the
peak cross section for such states, while the components dominant at high q
are responsible for exciting high spin states. It is useful to record
which final muiclear states can be excited via various terms in the transi-
tion operator assuming a J • T <=> 0 nuclear target initial state. Thus, we
Bwmmslze below the operators able to excite various final states of spin J
aiad parity ft in transitions with spin and isospln transfers AS and AT:



flip (AS ̂  Q) Spis Hip (AS - 1)

° tTQ
(AT ° 0) (6)

(AT ° 1) T

To compute cross sections for 1 inelastic scattering on nuclei, we use
the distorted cave impulse appro:id.matiom (DHXA)» In DWIA, many—body cross
sections and spin ofaoerrobleo are directly related to the underlying two-
body t-aatrieeso This appieosiaation has been frequently applied) to
taedium energy mucleom inelastic scattering \sith success. In this approach,
the inital and final otate distorting potentials are calculated from the
same t—taatris used to Gu-'Mn transition operators of different spin-isospin
character in Eq. (6). For J => T ° 0 target, the elastic scattering optical
potential is obtained from a convolution of the epin=isospin averaged am-
plitude to with the nuclear density p. Nuclear medium corrections to this
simple "tP" approKlsaatiora have baen discussed by von Geramb 5 and by
Kronenfeld et al. ) o We discuss p elastic scattering in Sect. 6. Here,
we focus attention on inelaotic W scattering, which tests other components
of the t-matrin besides to, in particular the tensor components t^ which
enter strongly in spin-flip transitions <.

In plane m v e approximation (K-JA), the inelastic differential cross
section <to/d& has the fora

;gT ra |£i|-2 + h i |2 f1102^®1 parity state, AS ° 0 dominant)

I£ai + £i I + hai^i I + 51'al + tj» |')(«m-nor«l

parity, AS. = 1), (I ° T for H =• 1 transitions only), uhere (7)

tjhich shows explicitly the interplay between central, spin-orbit and tensor
amplitudes. In Eq° (7), ss have assumed a specific angmlar momentum trans-
fer and suppressed nuclear structure factors (escept for £, which is equal
to 1 for stretched configurations2)). We see that central and tensor-am-
plitudes interfere in AS <° 1 transitions, while the spin-orbit contribu-
tions add incoherently. In PHA, the asftaaetry A associated with the exci--
tation of the ̂arfbus spin-isospiu icodes is givea by

li li 'iiTi'
A(q) a —ĵ g— (normal par i ty , AS ° 0 dominant)

| | |

2[ t L S ( t c +tT8) - tLS(

c~lte7i 1 e TS** + h**
M i r I i I i R i R i ,

LS12 Tc~lte7i 1 e TS.2 , e Tvi? f™""110™1 Parity,
£ i + ' i * * ! + h i**! + | t i + t i A S ^ X dmainamt>»



R(I) denotes the real (imaginary) parts of the t matrix.

The existence of Inelastic scattering data obtained with polarised
proton beams has led to considerable interest In understanding the origins
of s@nss?o values of P - A (polarization minus analyzing power) in (p,p').
Besides explicit Q value effects, such mechanisms as exchange, energy, and
velocity dependence of the transition operator and multlstep processes have
been dloeussed ) as contributors to (F - A). Since exchange effects are
absent for NN, and the apin-isospin components have different energy and

transfer dependence than those appearing In the NN operator, the
of (? - A) for antinucleon inelastic scattering should provide useful

additional Information. In Sect. 8, we present some predictions for P ± A
in BJ Inelastic scattering.

Let us sow examine gome of the characteristic features of the NN tran-
sition amplitudes. The q dependence of the central components t0, ta>

fcj and ZQX for aeveral typical energies is displayed in Fig. 1. These
curves refer to the PARIS model7) introduced in Sect. 3. These central
eenas dominate the inelastic nuclear response for small q. We note that
toj is by far the largest amplitude: the AS • AT - 0 inelastic cross sec-
tions will thus be the most prominent. Relative to tg, tT and taT,
che amplitude to Is even more dominant for NN than for NN. Thus cyin flip
excitations induced by the N vill be difficult to isolate in a coarue reso-
lution (p,p*) experiment, if natural parity T - 0 states lie close in

Next to I to I a Fig. 1 shows that \tg\ is the most Important amplitude
for the PARIS model. The term Jt̂ J plays a crucial role in exciting low
spin AT_°_O tsom=normal parity states. Thus if the PARIS model7) is cor-
rect, (p,p?) inelastic scattering could be a valuable tool for exciting
isoscalar spin-flip resonances. The relative strength of |taj in the
Paris model is directly connected to the strong spin dependence of the
absorptive potential H(r). In the Dover-Richard models DRI and DRIIj this
spin dependence is absent, and ta is very small, as for the case of
(p,p'). For the DR models, the Gamow-Teller NN transition amplitude tCTT
is the most important (after to), a situation analogous to the (N,Nr) case.

The strong model dependence of tg suggests a simple test for a
strong spin dependence of W(r), namely the ratio'of (p,p*) cross sections
to isoscalar and isovector spin flip excitations. The special case of the
1+ states at 12.7 Me? (T => 0) and 15.1 MeV (T - 1) in I2C was considered in
Ref. (4). Differences of an order of magnitude for such ratios at q - 0
were found in the PARIS and DR models. We return to this point in Sect. 8.

_-„- energy dependence of I to I at q » 0 is shown in Fig. 2 for the case
of (I5i') and (N,N'). We note'that It0| is considerably larger for NN than

-for OT, and has the opposite energy dependence. These characteristic dif-
ferences shot? up strikingly in the inelastic scattering to isoscalar_
natural i»rity states (see Sect. 7). The amplitude" to is-largely imaginary
for 1 , reflecting the influence of the large absorptive potential. —

The comparison of Gamow-Teller amplitudes |tcrT for NN and NN is
given in Fig* 3. Umlifaa the situation for jtojj we'see that ltaT| is
considerably suppressed for m relative to KM. This is again'the effect of
strong absorption for the N. Note that there is substantial model depend-
ence for the N case, which shows up in small angle cross sections to unnat-
ural parity states.

For larger q, the sson-ceatral parts of t control the nucleax re-
sponse. The isovector tensor and isoscalar spin-orbit pieces ft j and
I to I at q a 1 fm"1 are displayed In Fig. 4. For both the NN ani NN ccases
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Fig. 1. Magnitude of the central parts to, t^, tj, and taT of
the NN transition amplitudes for several lab kinetic
energies E as a function of .momentum transfer q (PARIS
Model).
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these are considerably larger than |tTl and JtT
S . From a meson exchange

viewpoint, this reflects the dominant role of isovector ir and p exchange
for tensor amplitudes and isoscalar to.a exchange for spin-orbit ampli-
tudes. Note thai: once again, as for Jt^ > tne «trong absorption for the
MN system leads to a suppression of |t0 | relative to the NN case. On the
other hand, tf has about the same magnitude for both NN and NN systems,
and is largely real for NN (in contrast to to). -This reflects the
important contribution of one pion exchange to tj. Thus, if one
considers the effect of absorption, unnatural parity spin flip states at
q - 1 fm are expected to be more weakly excited by N's than by N's.
This is borne out by the DWIA .calculations presented in Sect. 8.

5. HUCLEAR STRUCTURE TRANSITION AMPLITUDES

The approximate expressions for the plane wave inelastic cross sec-
tions, given ia Eq (7), exhibit the components of the t matrix which con-
tribute to specific transitions but nuclear structure factors, which should
also a p p e a r ) , Have been suppressed. If we consider the contribution of
the central interaction to a normal-paritv isoscalar excitation then

^ * |tO(q)p
J(q)[2 (9)

The nuclear structure factor pJ(q) is essentially the longitudinal form
factor for electron scattering and id given in terms of the radial transi-
tion density by

CO

P (q) "./ P (r)j (qr)r2dr
•' 0 A

(10)

rtth pJ(r) o I S^pJbDa(r)Ub(r)
a,b

where a = %£ aj aT3 a characterizes a single-particle orbit, Ua(r)
is the single-particle radial wave function, S . is the reduced matrix
element of the spherical harmonic YJ between states j a and Jt, and p .
is the one-body density matrix element (OBDME) which contains the informa-
tion from a nuclear structure calculation.

The OBDME, together with the optical potential (phenomenological or gener-
ated using the tp ̂ approximation) which generates the distorted waves and
the coordinate space NN interaction which is fitted to the NN t matrix,
constitute the essential imput to the DWBA code used to calculate inelastic
scattering cross sections.

For collective 2 + and 3~ states, the transition densities are surface
peaked. Transition densities associated with other components of the
force ) cad be similarly calculated using the OBDME and expressions
analogous to that for p J(r). The transition current densities generally
involve derivatives of the single-particle wave functions ) . In some
cases the transition densities can be obtained from an analysis of (e,e*)
data. ). However, the densities usually have to be computed using a
nuclear model such as the shell-model or a cluster model.
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In the analyses of Inelastic scattering from 1 2C we use shell-model
8

tlons of Cohen and Kurath"' are used. For the negative-parity states a
non-spurious basis of p (ad) and s~zp configurations is used ' with the

transition densities. For the positive-parity states, the p w»vt func-

interaction of Millener and Kurath37'. The computed transition densities
generally reproduce the shapes of electron scattering form factors quite
well but often fail vith respect :o magnitude. Typically, collective C2
and C3 form factors are underestimated while the form factors for spin
excitations are overestimated. Since the shapes are reproduced, scaling
the transition densities to match the (e,e*) form factors should provide a
reasonable starting point for analyses of hadron inelastic scattering . We
note that for transition densities which are large in the interior and/or
have nodes, the cross section will be sensitive to how strongly the parti-
cle is absorbed.

It is instructive to consider the general features, particularly sym-
metries, of C states excited by inelastic scattering. Most such states
below EJJ - 21 MeV are shown in Fig. 5. With the exception of the 12.71
MeV 1+;T - 0 level the statss below 15 MeV have wave functions dominated by
SU4 symmetry [444] T - 0,S » 0 and can be grouped into bands -as Indicated.
The S - 0 nature of the wave functions reflects Itself in the domination of
the transverse <e,e') form factors by convection currents. These states
can be well described by alpha cluster models. The remaining states have
dominantly [4431] symmetry, with T - O S - 1 , T • IS • 0 and T - IS - 1 al-
lowed, and those seen inelastic scattering have mainly S • 1, so that mag-
netization currents are most Important in (e,e*). However, we must remem-
ber that spatial structure of the wave functions is also Important. For
example, the most important components in the 1+;T-1 and ground state wave
functions are

15.11, 1+;T-1> - 0.875 |[4431]L - IS - 1> + ... - (12)

gs, O+iT^O = 0.890|[444]L - OS - 0> + 0.402J[4431]L - IS - 1 > + ...

The <JT operator connects the L - 1,S - 1 components, the amplitude of whf.ch
in the ground state is controlled by the spin-orbit force. Clearly,
BM1(1 +* 0"*") and the corresponding GT matrix element tend to vanish as the
gs wave function tends towards maximum spatial symmetry. The L - IS - 1
OBDME [e.g. operator (A_X£_)T_], on the other hand, connects the dominant
components and will be insensitive to changes in the interaction
Hamiltonian.

6. AOTIPROTON-NOCLEOS ELASTIC SCATTERING
Recent data » ) is available from LEAR for p + l2C elastic scattering

at 46 MeV and~p + 12C, *°Ca and 2 0 8Pb scattering at 180 MeV. The p + 1 2C
data at 180 MeV are shown in Fig. 6. Also shown are theoretical predic-
tions based on the -distorted wave impulse approximation (DWIA), where the
p optical potential is obtained as a convolution of the ground state
nuclear density p(r) with the spin-isospin averaged NN amplitude tg• This
same "top" approximation is used to generate distorted waves for the ine-
lastic scattering calculations ) reported in Sects. 7 and 8. This self-
eonsistant approach to elastic and inelastic scattering contains no free
parameters. As seen from Fig. 6, the lowest order "top" approach gives a
good description of the p elastic data. The DRII model for t0 gives a
slightly better fit than the Paris model, but the difference la not very
significant. Nuclear medium corrections to the amplitude to can be in-
cluded » ), but they do not alter the qualitative features of the
angular distribution, namely, diffractive oscillations characteristic of
strong absorption. The optical potential V(r) obtained from the "top"
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Pig. 6. Angular distribution for p elastic scattering from 12C at
180 I-IaV. The data pointo are taken from Gar ret a et al. 6),
uhile the solid and 'lashed curves represent parameter free
distorted wave calculations using the "top" approximation to
the p optical potential.

approximation is eeakly attractive in the nuclear surface and strongly
absorptive. These features survive in phenomenalog!cal fits to the elastic
data5»6»39). For 1 2C, the effective otrong absorption radius R of an
aatiproton is about 3.6fm, sell outside the r.m.s. radius. At this radius,
Garreta et al. ) obtain a family of potentials which Is characterized by
ReV(R)/ImV(R) a 1/2, i.e. raeak attraction and stronger absorption. In the
"top" approximation, ReV(r) is predicted to be repulsive_in the nuclear
interior (the presence of bound states of the tuc-body NN system gives
Ret > 0 in certain spin-isospin channels)° The elastic scattering data are
insensitive to HeV(r) in this region, however. In ref.. (39), medium cor-
rections, ahich are ,large for snail rp change this repulsion to a weak at-
traction. The Fo«irier=Bess©l analysis of Batty et al.38) clearly illus-
trates the oharp radial localisation of p=nueleuis elastic scattering. The
"top" approximation uorks uall because the localisation radius R corre-
sponds to nwcleom densities of a few % of cental density, where the nuclear
EQdiusH corrections to to are small. Similar radial localization occurs for
p iBGlastie scattering to discrete anelear=levels, and thus the DtflA ap-
proach, expressed in terras of free space MSf t=taatriees, works veil, as we
demons£rate in the next section°

7. EXCITATION OF N&TUSAL PARITY STATES BY ANTIOTCLEONS

In addition to elastic scattering psssureBemts, the first LEAR experi-
ment o" on C(p,p*) C by Garreta et al » ) deduced cross sections
for the low-lying natural parity states in Co Basely the 2*. (4.4 MeV,
T ^ o) and 3~ (9o6 MeV, T •=• 0) levels. The 2^ data at 47 M R ? are shown in
Figo 7, chile the 2* and 3" data at 180 MeV are shown in Figs. 8 and 9.

(p»p") data at 46 Me? and 185 MeV (ref. 25) are also shown for com-
One notes that at 46 Me?-, the 2"** eross section at peak Is about a



faetot of three smaller for (p.p'2, than for (p,pf), while at 180 M«V the
oituation la reversed, with the (p,p') cross section to the 2+ now 9 factor
of three larger than for (p,p')« This Is a consequence of the opposite
energy dependences of ItgI for NN and NN shown In Pig. 2, and represents a
reassuring confirmation of the DWIA approach aa well as the spln-lsoapln
averaged properties of the theoretical NN amplitudes. Note that Ito I
dominates AT - 0 (p,p°) transitions to natural parity states In tne angular
range shown In Figs. 7-9. The solid curves In Figs. 7-9 correspond to the
PARIS model, but the results for models DRI and DRII are practically the
oaae for the 2 + and 3~ cross sections. Any reasonable model for the NN
interaction will give about the same results for po|> the largest
oaplitude,, if it reproduces the observed NN elastic and total cross
ocetiotis. Different models caa vary considerably In their predictions for
opin-dependeat amplitudes (e.g. t^), however, since these are relatively
waeoastrained by the available two-body NN data.

The nuclear structure transition amplitudes used for the (p,pf)
calculations were scaled to fit the experimental longitudinal (e,ef) form
factors. This yields the good agreement in absolute normalization shown in
Figs. 7-9. The positions of the maxima and minima in the angular distri-
butions are also very well reproduced. The maxima (minima) in the 2"1" and
3" cross sections correspond to minima (maxima) in the p elastic scattering
angular distribution. This is the well~known Blair phase rule26), and is
typical of a strong absorption situation.

There are preliminary LEAR data ) on the excitation of the
0 + (7.65 Me?, T - 0) level in 1 2 C with p's at 180 MeV. These data are
shown as triangles In Fig. 10, together with the results of a DWIA calcula
tion using the PARIS NN amplitudes. The 0+ (g.s.) • 0+ (7.65 MsV) transi-
tion is dominated by the same (strong) amplitude jt0I responsible for the
2 + and 3~ excitations. The agreement with theory is reasonable* for the
angular shapa, but not so good for the absolute normalization. This tran-
sition-has been discussed in more detail by von Geramb ).

To summarize, the agreement between theory and experiment is rather
good for (PJP 1) inelastic scattering to collective T - 0 natural parity
levels in C. Here one tests the spin-isospin averaged NN amplitude jt0 f,
Khieh is "relatively well determined by optical model fits to the NN data.
There seems to be no need for large corrections to the free space amplitude

ito j due to nuclear medium effects. This is due to the strongly absorbing
hazacter of the N optical potential, which restricts the inelastic reac-
tion to the far nuclear surface where the density is low.

8= SPIN FLIP EXCITATIONS

We mow_turn our attention to the excitation of unnatural parity states
via the. (p,p'~) reaction. Such spinflip excitations are driven by the cen-
tral aaplitudej t^ (for AT •= 0) and t,̂  (for AT - 1) at small q and" the
8pin-orbie~and tensor pieces tLS and tT at larger q. These components
of the NN interaction are less well determined than the dominant term t0.
In principle, one would like to wse (p,p') cross sections to unnatural par-
ity nuclear states to derive some constraints on the two-body spin depend-
ent NK amplitudes. In practice this goal has not yet been realized, be-
cause of the experimental difficulty of isolating small spin flip excita-
tions from a large background of AT » AS • 0 states excited by t0.

_ Me now focus on the excitation of 1+ and 2~ states in 1 2C via the
(P.p') reaction. As mentioned above, for small angle Inelastic N scatter-
iag (8 <: 5°), the central parts t̂  (AT - 0) and t^ (AT - 1) provide
the most important contributions to the unnatural parity transition
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Fig. 9. Cross sections for esciting the 3~ (9.6 MeV, T - 0)
state in C by p and p at 180 MeV; data and curves
as in Fig. 8.

l2C(p,p')l2C*(0+,T=0,7.65 MeV)

Fig. 10. Angular distribution for the 0+ (7.65 Me?, T =• 0) level
in 12CS excited in (p,p') at 175 Me?. The preliminary
data are from ref. (8)s and the solid curve is a DWIA
calculation '•



amplitudes. In this region the DR and PARIS models are sharply distin-
guished by the ratio ita/taTI

2, which is small in the former and large
in the latter case. At 6 - b°, for energies 100 < F < 300 MeV, we find )

Rt - |to/tax|
2 - 4 (PARIS model),

(13)
- 1/9 (DR model),

The large difference in this ratio between the two models is a direct con-'
sequence of the very strong spin dependence of the NN absorptive potential
in the PARIS model7>.

One measure of the rafio Rt is provided by the ratio R of the N
cross section to the 1 + excited state in 1 2C at 12.7 MeV (T - 0, excited by
e^ at small 0) divided by that to the state at 15.1 MeV (T * 1, excited
by tCTT)c These two states have similar nuclear structure factors, and in
the plane wave approximation at 8 - 0°, neglecting the tensor parts of t,
we would have just R ~ R f Absorptive effects modify this simple result
but in a calculable way.

The results at E a 175 MeV for the ratio

R(8) o [do(l+
s T - 0)/dn]x[da(l

+, T - l^dli]"1 . (14)

Table 1.

6 R(8)[PARIS,] . • R(9)[DR]

(deg) ,,. - "
0 0.44 0.05
5 0.60 0.11
10 0.38 0.-15
15 0.30 0.16

are shown in Table 1, while the predicted cross sections to the 1+(T - 1)
state at 15.1 MeV are shown in Fig. 11. Apparently the small angle region
(6 < 5s) offers an excellent opportunity to distinguish between t'ie PARIS
and DR models. For a model with strong spin dependence of W~, such as PARIS
the ratio, R, is enhanced by an order of magnitude relative to a model with
no spin dependence, such as DR. so that for the PARIS model the 12.7 MeV
state should be observable in the inelastic p spectrum. Note that the
cross sections (Fig. 11) to the 15.1 MeV state are very similar in the two
models, even at smaller angles, so most of the change in R comes from the
large variation in the cross section to the 12.7 MeV state. As 9 in-
creases, R becomes less definitive as a means of distinguishing between
models for-the two-body NN Interaction. For 6 > 5°, the central parts of
the NN t-mstrix no longer provide the most Important contribution. For
example, in the PARIS: model we have for the 1 + (15.1 MeV) transition -

1 0.21, 0.21, 0.33 mb/sr at 0°, (15)
0.0014, 0.0028, 0.20 mr/sr at 10°,

for {c, C + LS, C + LS + T } , i.e., central terms only, central + spin-orbit
and central + apin-orbit + tensor terms included in the calculation of
da/dfl. Even at 0s, we see that tensor terms are fairly important. For
9 - 10°, the tensor terms in fact dominate. Another point worth noting is
that R is considerably less than Rt (eq. (13)), the PWA result. This
difference arises from the stronger damping of the isoscalar transition due
to absorption. A similar effect is seen in (p,n) calculations, and is
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exciting the 1+ (15.1 MeV, T - 1) level in 1 2C.
Results for the Paris ) and Dover-Richard ) NN
models are shown, as well as the measured (p,p')

section for comparison.

attributed to the longer range of the one-pion-exchange contribution to
t^, which is absent in t^. For the PARIS model, the damping factors
(ratio of PWA to DWIA results) at 0° are 16 for the 1+ (T - 0) state and
2.8 for the 1+ (T - 1) state.

The predicted27) distribution shown in Fig. 11 for the 1+ (15.1 MeV)
excitation in C displays a peak at small 9Cam. due primarily to taT

and a second maximum at larger angle arising from tj . The difference
between the PARIS and DR models is not very significant, particularly for
the tensor contribution. The (p,p°) cross section) at 200 MeV is shown
in Fig. 11 for comparison. Note that the (p,p') cross section to the 1+

(15.1 MeV) state is predicted to be significantly smaller than that for
(p,p') for all angles. That this must be so for small angles ia_seen di-
rectly from"Fig. 3 which shows the strong suppression of taT for NN rela-
tive to NN. In addition, the_absorptive effect due to wave function dis-
tortion 'further reduces the (p,pT) cross sections relative to (p,p')« Re-
cently, preliminary values8) "for the 2C (p,pf) cross sections at 180 MeV
(summed over the excitation energy range 13.2 - 17 MeV) of about 1 mb/sr
(ec.m. " 9'5 * 4°> a n d 1 > 3 5 mb/sr Oc.m. " 15 ± 4°) have been given.
These cross sections are much larger (even exceeding those for (p,p')O
than the values given in Fig. 11 for the 1+ (15.1 MeV) level, and they rise
rather than drop with increasing angle. Clearly, the large observed cross
section cannot be identified with the 1+ (15.1 MeV) level alone. It is
known28*29) from (p,p'). (e,e')5 (IT,n') and (o,a') studies that a
broad level exists in C centered at 15.3 MeV. This level, from its ap-
pearance in (a,a'), is evidently a natural parity, isogcalar excitation.
As such, it will be strongly excited by the dominant NN amplitude to. If



we assume the 15.3 MeV level is a 2+; T - 0 state, for which there is evi-
deaee from (ct,a°) we can estimate its cross section by taking froa Fig.. 8
'the oeaeured peak cross section for the 2 + (4.4 MeV, T - 0) state In (p,p')
at 180 MeV, about 15 mb/sr for 8c.m. • 15°, and multiplying by the ratio
of 2* (15.3 MeV) to 2 + (4.4 MeV) cross sections as seen In (P^P1). or
(a,a') of about 3715.. _By this scaling argument, we estimate > a cross
aeetion for the 12C(p,p')12C(15.3 MeV, T - 0) reaction of order 1 mb/sr.
This is fauch larger than Che peak cross section of -0.15 mb/sr predicted
for the 1+ (15.1 MeV) state, and about the same as the total observed )
cross section In the 15 MeV region at 9c.m. - 15°. If the 15.3 MeV level
were assumed to be 3°, T » 0t the same scaling arguments go through. In
any case, it is clear that the energy resolution (-1 MeV) of the first

I- experiments »6»8) was not sufficient to resolve the clump of
states in C in the region of 14-16 MeV excitation. The very interesting
unnatural parity (1+ and 2~) apin flip excitations in this energjr region,
which could in principle reveal the strength of spin dependent NN transi-
tion amplitudes, are masked by the very strong AS - AT - 0 excitation of
the 15=3 MeV level. Higher resolution e:q>eriment» are called for in order
to isolate the apin flip strength in the (p,p') reaction. Alternatively,
one could consider the study of the (p,n') charge exchange reaction, as a
means of eliminating the dominant AT • 0 background. The (p,n') reaction
is similar to the (n,p) reaction, in that for N • Z targets one studies
analogues of the Gamow-Teller resonances, while for K > Z nuclei, the
(p»n°) process can be used to investigate T> resonances without the con-
tamination of lower Isospin configurations.

We have also considered*4) the excitation of the 2" states in 12C
at 18.3 MeV (T = 0) and 19.4 MeV (T - 1). Millener's wave functions30)
were used in the calculations after being modified to describe (p,p*) cross
sections at 200 MeV28) and near 400 Me?3 ). The calculated peak cross
sections occur near O.Sfm"1 Oc.m<> " 12°) for the 18.3 MeV excitation and
near O.Tfm"1(8Colu - 15°) for the 19.4 MeV excitation. For the 19.4 MeV
excitation the calculated peak cross sections (" 0.3 mb/sr) are essentially
equal in the DH and PARIS models. For the 18.3 MeV state the cross section
predicted by the PARIS model («• 0.3 mb/sr) is nearly five times larger than
that given by the OR model. This suggests that these transitions should
also be helpful in distinguishing between different NN interactions.

Other spin observables in (p,p') reactions could also be very useful
£n constraining the spin dependence of the NN amplitudes. For instance,
the elastic polarization P(6) in p + 12C is significantly larger in the
PARIS than in the DH model (at ec.m. - 40, vie predict ) P - 0.53 for
the .PARIS model and 9^25 for model DR, for ex&^Xe). Recently, small angle
polarization in p 4- C elastic scattering at 550 MeV/c has been meas-
ured ) at LEAR, and found to be very smail. This may indicate that the
spin dependence of the PARIS model is somewhat too strong. Note that the
quantity P-A (polarization minus asymmetry (see Eq. 8)) 1B" in general not
aero for inelastic scattering, and offers a sensitive test of the spin
dependence'of t. In-Fig. 12, we" display DWIA predictions27) of-(P±A)
&/dS &or "the l+ (15.1 MeV) level in. 2C. The spin flip probability32)
Sjjn for the 1

+ (T •» 0 and 1) levels is shown in Fig. 13. Large spin
effects are evident from these figures. The measurement of quantities like
A and Snn requires a polarized p (or n) beam, however.

Another intriguing consequence of a strong spin dependence of the NN
absorptive potential W(r) is the possibility of relatively narrow
cixclEaEioas in the NNN and NNMN systems. This has been investigated by
Baits et al=33), who suggest ehat an Sx - 3/2, Ix » 1/2 state X of
the INN system could be sufficiently long-lived to be observable in the
3He(p,p)5 reaction. For energies E * 100-200 MeV, the production cross
section (da/dfl)o° for X is estimated33) to be of order 0.5 mb/sr. If X
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hac a wit!ah F < 25 MeV or ao. it could be observable in the (p,p) reaction
above the large background ' of exit protons from p annihilation. _
followed hf psrofion knockout by the annihilation pions. Such (p,p) or (p,n)

with 3He or ''He targets should be considered.

The problem of EHaueleus inelastic scattering has two main aspects*
On the one hand, one cam view inelastic N-nuclesr processes as a reflection
of the spin and Isospin dependence of the underlying two-body NN ampli-
tudes. The connection between two-body and many-body N amplitudes is made
explicit and transparent via the DWIA, an appropriate approximation at
intermediate energieooThe micleus can be fruitfully used as a spln-laospin
filter (by choosing J" and T of the nuclear state being excited) or as a
discriminator of central or spin-orbit/tensor interactions (by choosing the
momentum transfer q) in order fco test theories of_the two-body NN
Interaction,. On the other hand, once the input NN amplitudes are known,
one could utilize the unique features >f the N as a probe to uncover some
novel aspects of nuclear structure. At this stage, we ace exploring the
first aspects we pick nuclear excited states of well-known character, for
which detailed wave functions are available from studies of other reactions
such as (e,e')s (Hjfi'), (p,p')8 etc., and we try to. test our models for_the
two-body force. For transitions excited by the spin-isospln averaged NN
amplitude to, there is impressive consistency between the two-body models
and the 2 + and 3~ cross sections in C measured » ) at LEAR. These_
natural parity, iaoscalar excitations are more strongly excited in (p,pf)
by roughly two orders of magnitude than the predicted unnatural parity spin
flip statesTl+i>2~). To^test the spin dependent central and_tensor
amplitudes t̂ j, tpT and tT, for instance, high resolution (p,p

f)
studies will be required. For p-shell targets, an energy resolution of
200-300 keV should be sufficient to separate some of the interesting spin
flip levels from the large AS =° AT = 0 background.

Even with a resolution of 1 Me?, it is worth investigating the (p.p1)
reaction on very light targets,_where one has a better_chance of isolating
the effects of spin-dependent NN amplitudes. The Li(p.p') Li* reaction
looks promising, particularly the r**(g.s.) + 0* (3.56 MeV) transition de-
pending on ttfT and tT. The (p,n') reaction also merits attention. - It
offers another method (complementary to (p,n)) of studying the quenching of
Gantow-Teller strength in nuclei. If a significant part of this quenching
is due to A-hole admixtures [A (1236) is a J • T » 3/2 baryon resonance) in
nuclear wave functions, the p could be a powerful tool in elucidating this
question. The TT and p contributions to the NN + AN transition potential
are coherent, BO one saight expect (N,N*) inelastic scattering to be
sensitive to A-hole components^

Spin observables such ae PtA and SQJJ are predicted ) to exhibit
strong angular=and energy variations which mirror the spia- dependence of
the two-body MM amplitudes, particularly the isovector tensor component —
fcy . If polarised K beams become available, it would be Interesting to
measure such quantities and, even more importantly, the two-body NN spin
observables 's for which large effects of the coherent tensor force due
to pion and vector Esaon exchange are predicted.
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